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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
GAY HILL FIELD SERVICE, : 
Petitioner/Appellant, : 
Case No. 870132-CA 
vs. : 
BOARD OF REVIEW, INDUSTRIAL : Argument Priority No. 14(a) 
COMMISSION OF UTAH, 
Defendant/Respondent. 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES ON APPEAL 
1. Whether the interviewers contracted with the 
petitioner as independent contractors or as employees as defined 
under the three point test set forth in Section 35-4-22(j)(5), 
Utah Code Annotated (1953, as amended). 
2. Were the interviewers free from control and 
direction of the petitioner under test "A" of Section 35-4-
22(j)(5), Utah Code Annotated (1953, as amended)? 
3. Was the work performed by the interviewers outside 
of the usual course of business of the petitioner under test MB" 
of Section 35-4-22(j)(5), Utah Code Annotated (1953, as amended)? 
4. Is test "B" applicable to the interviewers by 
reason of the change to Section 35-4-22(j)(5), Utah Code 
Annotated (1953, as amended) from the 1986 Utah Legislative 
Session? 
5. Were the interviewers customarily engaged in an 
independently established endeavor under test "C" of section 35-
4-22(j)(5), Utah Code Annotated (1953, as amended)? 
6. Did the Board of Review and the Administrative Law 
Judge find sufficient evidence at the respective hearings to find 
that the petitioner was an "employer" under tests "A," "B" and 
"C" as defined in Section 35-4-22(j)(5), Utah Code Annotated 
(1953, as amended)? 
7. Can the Department of Employment Security assess 
the petitioner for unemployment compensation contributions for 
the period of January 1, 1982, and, in effect, make the decision 
retroactive to said point in time? 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The appellant is a sole proprietor who contracts with 
research companies to conduct market studies for their products. 
These research companies dictate the format for each market 
study. The appellant is the middleman or, in essence, the agent 
of the research company in conducting a market study under its 
direction and supervision. The details with respect to each 
market study are determined by the research compaiy and the final 
results are tabulated by the research company for each study. 
The appellant supplies the interviewers to conduct the market 
study for each respective research company. Any instructions are 
provided by the research company itself. No training is 
conducted by the appellant. The supplies and materials are 
provided by the research company and the mileage reimbursement is 
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determined by the research company rather than the appellant. 
The hourly rate for payment to the interviewer is established by 
a standard determined by marketing research associates, a company 
independent of the appellant, or by the research company itself. 
The interviewers have full discretion to select the market study 
in which they want to participate. Each interviewer is required 
to sign an independent contractual agreement on each study they 
accept with the appellant. Many of the interviewers work for 
competitors of the appellant as independent contractors. There 
is nothing which prohibits any interviewer to compete directly 
with the Gay Hill Field Service as an agent of any research 
company. The appellant places no control over the interviewer 
with respect to any specific marketing research study. Any 
control and supervision would be dictated by the instructions 
from the research company itself. There is no requirement for 
the interviewer to conduct his or her interviews at the place of 
business of the appellant. In fact, the research collected by 
the interviewer is basically handled at public places, including 
shopping malls, and by telephone. The appellant does not 
withhold taxes from any payment made to the interviewers. The 
appellant does submit 1099 forms for non-employee compensation. 
The interviewers are not paid until the contract is complete with 
the research company. 
The appellant operates a field service which is to 
locate persons who wish to act as interviewers and complete 
research studies and public opinion poles for research companies 
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and poling companies throughout the United States. The research 
companies sometimes pay the interviewers directly or issue one 
payment to the appellant who, in turn, distributes the respective 
amounts due to the respective interviewers. Th€? time frame for 
payment is anywhere from 30 days to 180 days after the job has 
been completed. Research companies conduct studies in several 
cities throughout the United States and the problem of getting 
the work done efficiently and economically is a primary concern 
to the industry. This is where the field service is useful to 
the research company. It is impractical and uneconomical to hire 
the interviewer as an employee for such reasons and, therefore, 
each interviewer is an independent contractor. The interviewer 
may work by mail, door to door solicitation, telephone, in stores 
and shopping malls or in any geographical location determined by 
the research company. The appellant merely assembles the 
information gathered by the interviewers for editing and 
validation. After the editing and validation has taken place, 
the information is sent to the research company. 
The specific individual involved in this proceeding is 
Mark Huntington. Mark Huntington became involved as an 
independent contractor in conducting telephone studies on media 
and new razor products. He was provided the option of either 
working from his own home or wherever telephones would be made 
available for his use. He worked both at home and at telephones 
at the appellant's place of business at his discretion. Mark 
Huntington was never fired by the appellant. Since there are 
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numerous marketing research studies undertaken by various 
research companies through Gay Hill Field Service, there is 
always plenty of opportunity for Mark Huntington and others to 
select each project at their discretion. Mark Huntington has 
never been fired and, if he desires, he could still return and 
work on another marketing study at his discretion. 
The appellant is typically contacted by telephone from 
a research company and given an alert with a short outline of the 
specifications for a marketing study. The appellant determines 
whether or not she will handle the marketing study for the 
research company. The research company instructs the appellant 
as to the number of people necessary for the marketing study in 
this area. The instructions are supplied by the research 
company, not by the appellant. Time sheets are kept by the 
interviewer and submitted with the completion of the job in order 
to advise the research company of the cost. There is no direct 
supervision or control of the interviewer by the appellant in 
completing his or her work product. The interviewer handles his 
marketing research projects from his own home, if he elects and, 
in such event, the interviewer pays for his own business 
expenses, including telephone charges. Each interviewer is free 
to solicit other individuals to complete his or her work. The 
only time constraints with respect to the work product is 
determined by the research company, not the appellant. Each 
interviewer is free to solicit work independently of the 
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appellant and many of the interviewers work and have worked for 
competitors. 
The uniqueness of the operation of the business of the 
appellant makes it absolutely necessary for the interviewers to 
act as independent contractors, not employees. The work 
available in the Salt Lake County area by the appellant provides 
numerous individuals with the freedom to act as independent 
contractors and receive income without having to turn to the 
Department of Employment Security for unemployment benefits. 
Mark Huntington is the first individual in the history of the 
appellantfs business to ever apply for unemployment compensation. 
Mark Huntington applied for unemployment compensation 
benefits. This gave rise to a hearing before an Administrative 
Law Judge, Appeals Tribunal, Department of Employment Security, 
Kenneth A. Major, on the 18th day of March, 1986, under case 
number 85-A-5869. The purpose of this hearing was to determine 
whether the appellant was, in fact, an "employer" under the terms 
of the Utah Employment Security Act. The Administrative Law 
Judge was not able to obtain a record from the tape of the 
administrative hearing held on March 18, 1986. The 
Administrative Law Judge issued a decision dated March 18, 1986, 
* adverse to the appellant. The matter was further scheduled for a 
rehearing on September 30, 1986, at which time, the same 
Administrative Law Judge, Kenneth A. Rushton, reheard the entire 
matter. The Administrative Law Judge issued an addendum to his 
original decision of March 18, 1986. The addendum to the 
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original decision of the Administrative Law Judge supported his 
original decision which found that there was no evidence to 
depart from the decision of March 18, 1986. The decision of 
March 18, 1986, held that Mark Huntington contracted with the 
appellant as an employer and performed services constituting 
employment pursuant to Sections 35-4-22(j)(1), 35-4-22(j)(5) and 
35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security Act. 
The appellant requested a review of the decision of the 
Administrative Law Judge and the addendum decision thereto before 
the Board of Review of the Industrial Commission of Utah. The 
appellant requested this review in a timely manner and, as a 
result, the Board of Review issued its decision dated March 17, 
1987, in which it adopted the findings of fact and conclusions of 
law and the decision of the Administrative Law Judge. The 
appellant then sought appeal before the above entitled court in 
accordance with Section 35-4-10{i) of the Utah Employment 
Security Act and did so within ten days from and after the said 
decision of the Board of Review became final. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The appellant maintains that the interviewers are 
independent contractors rather than employees. The interviewers 
act free of the control and direction of the appellant. The only 
directives to the interviewers come from the research companies. 
The work performed by each interviewer is conducted outside of 
the usual course of business of the appellant. The work 
performed by the interviewer is conducted on behalf of the 
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research company. The interviewers are customarily engaged in 
independent endeavors and can compete with the appellant 
directly. 
The appellant has met the requirements of tests "A," 
"B" and "C" of Section 35-4-22(j)(5)# Utah Code Annotated (1953, 
as amended). The appellant is not an "employer" under the Utah 
Employment Security Act. 
The Department of Employment Security cannot assess the 
appellant for unemployment compensation contributions from 
January 1, 1982 to the present. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE INTERVIEWERS CONTRACTED WITH THE 
APPELLANT AS INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS, NOT AS 
EMPLOYEES. 
There is no legal relationship of employer and employee 
between the appellant and the interviewer. The legal 
relationship of employer and employee exists when the person for 
whom services are performed has the right to control and direct 
the individual who performs the services, not only as to the 
result to be accomplished by the work but also as to the details 
and means by which that result is accomplished. In other words, 
an employee is subject to the will and the control of the 
employer not only as to what shall be done bud: how it shall be 
done. The appellant does not actually direct or control the 
manner in which the services are performed by the interviewer. 
In fact, the appellant does not even have the right to do so. 
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The research company has this right, not the appellant. The 
right to discharge is also an important factor indicating that 
the person possessing that right is an employer. The appellant 
testified that she does not have the right to hire and fire (Tr. 
19). The appellant clearly indicated that she did not terminate 
the interviewer, Mark K. Huntington. The other factors 
characteristic of an employer, but not necessarily present in 
every case, are the furnishing of tools and the furnishing of a 
place to work, to the individual who performs the services. 
Specific interviewers at the hearing testified that the supplies 
are provided by the research company or by themselves. Rex 
Taylor, Mary Brassard, JoAnn Farnworth and Renee Masich and the 
appellant, Gay Hill, clearly testified that materials and 
supplies are provided by the research company or from the 
individual interviewer (Tr.: Taylor, p. 50; Brassard, p. 57; 
Farnworth, p. 64; Masich, p. 71; Hill, p. 18). 
In general, if an individual is subject to the control 
or direction of another merely as to the result to be 
accomplished by the work and not as to the means and methods for 
accomplishing that result, he is an independent contractor. 26 
C.F.R. Section 31.3121(d)-1(c)(2). The foregoing is guideline 
used by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to the 
determination as to whether an individual is an employee or an 
independent contractor. This matter will be dealt with in 
specific detail under point II of this brief. The Internal 
Revenue Service has determined that the appellant is an 
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independent contractor of the research company and that the 
interviewers are independent contractors of the Gay Hill Field 
Service. Revenue Ruling 65-188 of the Internal Revenue Service 
defines "employees." 26 C.F.R. Section 31.3121(d)-! defines 
employees and the matter is furthermore clearly defined under 
Section 1402. Revenue Ruling 65-188 gives a specific example of 
an independent contractor. Revenue Ruling 65-188 reads as 
follows: 
In conducting surveys of the response to 
certain types of advertising, the X 
Corporation engages individuals on a short-
term basis to interview the public, by 
telephone or in person, and to fill in 
questionnaire forms reporting the results of 
the interviews. The interviewers are free 
from supervision or control in doing the 
work, and the X Corporation is interested 
only in the results as reported in completed 
questionnaires. Depending on the 
circumstances, the interviewers are paid 
either by the hour or a specified fee per 
interview, and they may receive reimbursement 
for telephone or travel expenses. Dealings 
between the X Corporation and the 
interviewers are generally by mail. The 
interviewers are free to refuse any 
assignment, and to work whenever they please 
subject to the specifications of a particular 
job. Held, the interviewers are not 
employees of the X Corporation for federal 
employment tax purposes; however, each is 
engaged in a trailer business for purposes of 
Self-Employment Contributions Act of 1954. 
The special requirements are the restriction of interviews to a 
particular time of day, the obtaining of a specified percentage 
of interviews with men or with women, or the completion of the 
work within a time limit. The interviewer who does not wish to 
accept the assignment is free to return it for reassignment. 
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These individuals were still held to be independent contractors. 
The X Corporation was interested only in the results obtained by 
the resident interviewers and did not direct or control the 
interviews as to the details and means by which the results were 
accomplished. 
The interviewers of the appellant clearly fit within 
this classification. The interviewers are only restricted as to 
the time of day, number of hours, etc., by the research company, 
not the appellant. The research company is interested in the 
results obtained and it sets forth the parameters under which the 
information is to be obtained, not the appellant. Under Revenue 
Ruling 65-188, the research company would not be even be 
considered an "employer." The appellant is even further removed 
by one step in that the appellant is the middleman between the 
interviewer and the research company. The example under Revenue 
Ruling 65-188 even paid the interviewer on an hourly rate. In 
the case before this Court, the research company sets the rate of 
pay (Tr. 59) . 
The respondent maintains through the Administrative Law 
Judge that the interviewers are employees in that their services 
benefit someone else; namely, the employer. There is no benefit 
derived the appellant from the actions of the interviewer. The 
benefits are derived by the research company. Hence, under the 
Utah State Employment Security Act, there is no contract for 
hire. The appellant clearly does not fit under the definition of 
"contract for hire" in that the appellant does not receive the 
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benefit of the services provided by the interviewer. The term 
"contract for service" means an arrangement, formal or informal, 
under which the particular services are performed. The 
requirement that the contract of service shall contemplate that 
substantially all the services to which the contract relates in 
the particular designated occupation are to be performed 
personally by the individual means that it is not contemplated 
that any material part of the services to which the contract 
relates and such occupation will be delegated to any other person 
by the individual who undertakes under the contract to perform 
such services. The arrangement between the appellant and the 
interviewers did clearly constitutes a "contract of service" for 
the research company. The appellant is merely the middleman who 
locates the independent contractor to perform the "contract of 
service" for the research company. 
The interviewer provides his own transportation and 
receives a mileage reimbursement in conducting marketing studies 
for the research company. Rex Taylor, an interviewer and Gay 
Hill, testified that the mileage is paid by the research company 
(Tr. 55). An investment in an automobile by an individual which 
is used primarily for his own transportation in connection with 
the performance of services for another person indicates an 
independent contract or relationship. If an individual has a 
substantial investment in his own facilities of the requisite 
character, he is not an employee since a substantial investment 
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of a requisite character standing alone is sufficient to exclude 
the individual from the employee concept. 
If the services are not performed as part of a 
continuing relationship with the person from whom the services 
are performed, but are in the nature of a single transaction, the 
individual performing such services is not an employee of such 
person. 26 C.F.R. Section 31.3121(d)-1(a)(4)(i.v). The 
interviewers conduct single transactions for research companies. 
Each marketing research project will vary from company to 
company. The appellant is merely the medium by which the 
interviewer is placed in touch with the research company. 
In summary, the relationship between the appellant and 
the interviewer is one of an independent contractor relationship 
rather than one of an employer to an employee. The research 
company validates its own surveys (Tr. 102). There are no 
benefits provided to the interviewers such as health insurance, 
life insurance, retirement benefits or other benefits typically 
given to an employee in an employer-employee relationship (Tr. 
68, 78). The appellant clearly testified that she met the 
qualifications of the Internal Revenue Service as an independent 
contractor, not an employer (Tr. 34). The appellant clearly 
indicated that the employer is the research company, not the 
appellant (Tr. 21). The appellant testified that the 
interviewers have the right to hire others as their own helpers 
(Tr. 22, 29). The interviewers further have the right to work 
their own jobs or other jobs without restrictions from the 
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appellant. There are no non-competition clauses or any 
restrictions of a typical employment contract (Tr. 23). Renee 
Masich testified at the hearing that the research company 
determines the quotas with respect to the marketing research 
studies (Tr. 73). The work product of the interviewers is 
clearly directed by the research company (Tr. 13, 14). The 
hourly rate of pay is either determined by the research company 
or Marketing Research Associates guidelines as testified at the 
hearing by the appellant (Tr. 17, 104). The appellant further 
testified that no taxes are withheld from any payments made 
directly to the interviewer through the research company (Tr. 
18). The actual time sheets prepared by the appellant indicate 
and acknowledge by the signature of the interviewer that he or 
she is an independent contractor, not an employee. The appellant 
does not supervise the work of the interviewer (Tr. 33, 41). 
Cherie Pickett, an interviewer, testified at the hearing that she 
clearly was not required to perform services under the 
supervision and direction of the appellant. The work to be 
performed as determined by the research company and is not 
directed to be performed at the place of business of the 
appellant. 
POINT II 
THE INTERVIEWER IS FREE FROM CONTROL AND 
DIRECTION OF THE APPELLANT UNDER TEST "A" OF 
SECTION 35-4-22(j)(5), UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 
(1953, AS AMENDED) 
The appellant does not maintain control or direction of 
the interviewer as determined by the Administrative Law Judge. 
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The appellant has no control over the interviewers as to the 
details and the final results. Each interviewer performs his or 
her tasks for the survey in accordance with instructions provided 
by the research company, not the appellant. The appellant, 
Cherie Pickett, Renee Masich, Barbara Webb, Sally Cole, Muriel 
Smedley and Greg Hill testified that they worked without 
supervision and direction from the appellant (Tr. 32, 80, 92, 94, 
104). The work product is clearly directed by the research 
company, not the appellant (Tr. 13, 14). The appellant provides 
no different instructions from that of the research company. The 
appellant, Cherie Pickett, Rex Taylor, Mary Brassard, JoAnn 
Farnworth, Renee Masich, Barbara Webb, Sally Cole, Muriel Smedley 
and Greg Hill all testified to this fact (Tr. 11, 14, 59, 70, 77, 
91, 97, 102, 104). The appellant clearly testified that the 
research company sends the instructions and directions for the 
use of the interviewer (Tr. 11). There are no specific minimum 
work hours and no overtime pay as testified to at the hearing by 
the appellant and Mary Brassard (Tr. 16, 58). Any and all costs 
in conducting the marketing studies are paid by the research 
company, not the appellant (Tr. 12, 60). The mileage 
reimbursement for the interviewer is determined by the research 
company. Each interviewer may choose his or her own respective 
work hours with regard to his or her services in conducting the 
survey. The appellant has the option whether to contract with an 
interviewer or to refuse to contract with an interviewer. 
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A contractor appealed from a decision of the Board of 
Review of the Department of Employment Security holding that dry 
wall nailers and finishers were his employees. Barney v. Dept. 
of Employment Security, 681 P.2d 1273 (Utah, 1984). The Supreme 
Court held that dry nailers and finishers were not performing 
services "in employment" for the contractor within the meaning of 
the unemployment compensation statute where the contractor did 
not exercise any control over the performance of the nailers and 
finishers and where the nailers and finishers maintained home 
offices and worked at other sites during the time they worked for 
the contractor. The court further held that the decision of the 
Board of Review of the Department of Employment Security is 
entitled to wait, but is subject to judicial review to assure 
that it falls within the limits of reasonableness and 
rationality. IcL at 1273. The dissenting opinion of Judge Dean 
E. Conder in the case of New Sleep v. Dept. of Employment 
Security, 703 P.2d 289 (Utah, 1985), found that certain 
installers of retail sale waterbeds worked on their own and 
without any direct supervision. Judge Conder found that the 
facts were not dispositive that these installers were, in fact, 
employees of the company. Since the ABC test was not met, the 
individuals were not under a "contract for hire." 
In summary, the direction and supervision of the 
interviewers is not maintained by the appellant. The 
instructions and directions are sent directly by the research 
company. The actual final validation of any such surveys 
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conducted by the interviewers are made by the research company. 
Any instructions provided by the appellant are the exact 
instructions of the research company, not any independent 
instructions by the appellant. Several of the witnesses at the 
proceeding testified that on occasion spot checking was handled 
by the research company itself. Spot checking of the 
interviewers was not conducted by the appellant. The appellant 
did not control or supervise the work or the work product of the 
interviewer. Therefore, test !!A" has been met in that the 
interviewers are free from control and direction of the 
appellant. 
POINT III 
THE WORK PERFORMED BY THE INTERVIEWERS WAS 
CONDUCTED OUTSIDE OF THE USUAL COURSE OF 
BUSINESS OF THE APPELLANT UNDER TEST "B" OF 
SECTION 35-4-22(j)(5), UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 
(1953, AS AMENDED) 
At the time of the initial hearing in this case, test 
11B" was applicable under the statute. At the time of the 
subsequent hearing in September of 1986, the statute had been 
changed by the Utah State Legislature. Test "B" was eliminated 
by the Utah State Legislature. There is, therefore, a real 
question as to the applicability of test "B." House bill 32 of 
the 1986 Utah Legislative Session passed and became effective 
April 28, 1986. This relates to unemployment compensation and 
provides less stringent requirements to exempt services performed 
by an individual for wages as employment subject to the 
unemployment compensation laws by no longer requiring a showing 
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that the services either outside the usual course of business for 
which the services performed or that the services performed 
outside of all of the places of business of the enterprise for 
which the service is performed. There is no specific job site 
where the interviewer must perform his services, unless the 
demographics are dictated by the market survey from the research 
company. The services of the interviewer provided either at his 
or her own residence or place of business and there is no 
requirement that any services be performed at the business 
location of the appellant. Any quotas, dates of interviews, 
number of staff, method of editing or monitoring are all 
determined by the research company, not the appellant. Mark K. 
Huntington did telephone surveys at his own residence and had the 
option of taking telephone surveys at any location of his 
selection. 
The Utah State Supreme Court in the case of Barney v. 
Dept. of Employment Security, 681 P.2d 1273 (Utah, 1984), found 
that drywall nailers and finishers were not performing services 
"in employment" for the contractor within the meaning of the 
Unemployment Compensation Statute where the nailers and finishers 
maintain home offices and worked at other sites during the time 
they worked for the contractor. The interviewers in this 
specific case can work at their own residence, place of business 
or at locations designated by the research company such as 
shopping malls, stores, or other designated locations. 
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The research company has basically determined the 
location of the work to be performed by the interviewers. Such 
testimony was provided by the appellant, Mary Brassard, Renee 
Masich, Barbara Webb, Sally Cole, Muriel Smedley and Greg Hill 
(Tr. 11, 14, 59, 70, 77, 91, 97, 102, 104). There is no mandate 
that the work be performed at any specific location. Each job or 
market survey determines the actual location where the work is to 
be performed. This is dictated by the research company, not the 
appellant. 
This requirement was deleted by the Utah State 
Legislature effective April, 1986, and, as a result, this element 
that the appellant must establish that the interviewers work 
outside the usual course of business is no longer a requirement. 
The hearing held on September 30, 1986, clearly indicated that 
this test was no longer a requirement to establish that the 
appellant was not an employer under the definitions of the Utah 
Employment Security Act. The passage of H.B. 32 in the 1986 Utah 
Legislative Session deleted this requirement. 
POINT IV 
THE INTERVIEWERS WERE CUSTOMARILY ENGAGED IN 
AN INDEPENDENTLY ESTABLISHED ENDEAVOR UNDER 
TEST "C" OF THIS SECTION 
The interviewers are clearly independent of the 
appellant. The interviewers provide services to competitors of 
the Gay Hill Field Service as presented in the hearing. The 
interviewers are part time and provide these services to 
supplement their income from other employment or provide 
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themselves with independent income sources though they may not be 
gainfully employed in the market place. A number of the 
interviewers work for competitors of the Gay Hill Field Service 
and work in competition with her by providing their services for 
other research companies through other field services. Some of 
the interviewers have worked directly for other research 
companies without a field service. The questionnaire presented 
to the interviewers clearly indicates that they are not prevented 
from competition with the Gay Hill Field Service and are not 
prohibited in any manner from customarily engaging themselves in 
an independently established endeavor. Gay Hill and Mary 
Brassard clearly testified that the interviewers can work for 
competitors and have done so (Tr. 13, 14, 17, 78). These 
interviewers can set their own hours of work (Tr. 12, 66, 68, 73, 
76, 8, 98). Virtually all of the witnesses testified that they 
could determine their own hours and, as a result, can engage 
themselves in independently established businesses and other 
endeavors. Each witness testified that they could compete with 
the Gay Hill Field Service (Tr. 5, 7, 29, 30, 40, 47, 50, 52, 55, 
56, 58, 61, 62, 67, 75, 84, 85, 89, 90, 93, 96, 97, 101, 103, 
104) . 
In summary, the interviewer has the discretion to work 
whatever marketing studies he or she elects in his or her 
discretion. A number of the interviewers have worked for Dan 
Jones and other poling services for political, social and 
economic studies. A number of the interviewers have worked for 
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direct competitors ' ' rpeliaui , Mane -' *';"-e "!r 'erviewers 
have entered into ii^.,-pp]J j*~ni contract- agreen.v- r,t.., w:t:- research 
companies in c'ireri rr.mjf-t ;tioi. with Gay Hill Field Service, 
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constitute acts "in employment" under the statute. The 
relationship between the appellant and the interviewer is not a 
"contract for hire." 
The descending opinion of Judge Dean Conder in the case 
of New Sleep, Inc. v. Dept. of Employment Security, 703 P.2d 289 
(Utah, 1985) found that test "C" was, in fact, met. The 
installers in that specific case were part time workers who also 
had other part time work. They did not advertise or solicit for 
business nor did they indicate any evidence of such. Judge 
Conder still maintained that test "C" had, in fact, been met. 
POINT VI 
THE DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY CANNOT 
ASSESS THE APPELLANT FOR UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE PERIOD OF 
JANUARY 1 , 1982, TO THE PRESENT 
The Utah State Department of Employment Security takes 
its position that it can impose the unemployment compensation 
contributions retroactively for a period five years. The Utah 
State Department of Employment Security argues that this is a 
specific regulation which it enforces. This is an arbitrary and 
capricious decision on behalf of the Utah State Department of 
Employment Security. They base their argument upon the Utah 
Supreme Court decision of State Tax Commission v. Spanish Fork, 
100 P.2d 575 (1940). The Utah Supreme Court in this case stated 
that a cause of action "accrues" so as to start the limitations 
running, at the time it becomes remediable in the courts and when 
the claim is in such condition that the cour.ts can proceed and 
give judgment if the claim is established and when an action may 
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Tlie appellant maintains -,ii. thr- Utah J *-pr<r t me* i of 
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taxa* .on : propelty any attempt tn t - , Crystal Car 
Line v. State Tax Commission, - } "bi Q64 ':ci*ry The appelant 
maintains uicu the*f i* : ti- -. -r-: *=•**--- * ' e- . j 
three years retroar : .ve /, a^e^in^T i_-. oppe - on* .. ' \* e\ < .' 4 he 
appellant :- f.-mj tc b*- an enn loye- . {-U'-h ->n imperii ;b • ; ust ' e 
s t c t ; — r : ' ^ +e rmiried * <x legislative bud- ^ " annot be 
a r : ; M a n . t .>.. :ued upon by a state agency. Thertfore, the 
arbitrary ai id capricious decision of the Utah State Department of 
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Employment Security that it has a right to go retroactively five 
years is unfounded and is unconstitutional. The argument that 
the Utah State Department of Employment Security can impose taxes 
retroactively any number of years and merely has selected a five 
year limit is a violation of the due process of law in that it 
fails to give advance notice and hearing to the appellant with 
respect to such a matter. The imposition of an unlimited 
retroactive period of time in the collection of unemployment 
compensation contributions, or, in the alternative, for an 
arbitrary period of five years, is unenforceable. The Utah State 
Legislature has not acted with respect to this matter. The most 
that can be imposed upon the appellant would be a retroactive 
three year payment for unemployment compensation contributions. 
CONCLUSION 
The plaintiff/appellant maintains that it is an 
independent contractor. It does not fall within the statutory 
definitions of an "employer" under the Utah Employment Security 
Act. The appellant has met the requirements of the Internal 
Revenue Service as to an "independent contractor" as opposed to 
an "employer." The relationship between the appellant and the 
interviewers is not one of a "contract for hire." The benefits 
for the services provided the interviewers goes directly to the 
research company, not the appellant. The actions of the 
appellant do not fall within the definition of actions taken "in 
employment." The appellant maintains that the direct control, 
supervision and management of any of the interviewers is 
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appellant from the control and supervision and the other elements 
which typically set forth the relationship between an employer 
and employee. Therefore, the appellant respectfully requests 
this Court to make a finding that the appellant is not an 
"employer" under the definition of the Utah Employment Security 
Act. 
DATED this cT^ day of >*^|7 , 1987 
JQ9N SPENCHR SNOW 
S&OW & HA£/LIDAY 
261 East 300 South, Suite 350 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-4940 
Attorneys for Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused four true and accurate 
copies of the brief of appellant to be hand delivered to Linda 
Wheat Field, attorney for respondent, 1234 South Main Street, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, on this day of July, 1987. 
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VAGI in In iiHING: Salt Lake City 
The Department issued d decisioi\ oii September st-.t i'Jiib ;U,MJHRJ a u K K. Huntington 
and other interviewers performing simile work as performing services constitut-
ing employment under the provisions of V\u Utah employment Security Act. 
Sections 35-4-22(j)(l), 35-4 -22(j)(5) and XJ -•-'/'/' - u Employment 
Securit y Act are
 s- *-*c -,• . tl ie attached sheet. 
OF FACT: 
Field Researcl i, Inc. opfiuL.es a business ui JJJ 
polIs for approximately 200 national researci 
desire to use the Salt i .-^ e Area for the! 
operates the business from rr;'^ ^ •*.i;;uik. 
ig consumer surveys =..r opinion 
inesses or manufacturers who 
i esearch. The emo] oyer 
, ... employer receives Mum the market research business a packet consist, 
the survey materials and resources necessary to perform a particular survey 
instruction packet explains the demographics of the survey; including terri-
tories, age groups, method of survey, etc. The research companies require the 
interviewers to be paid by an hourly rate. Some of the research companies 
require that the time sheets of the interviewers be submitted with the survey 
results. " research companies require the hourly pay to insure good survey 
results* .erviewers paid by a piece rate ~^ • bit! ! ssis are more apt to 
fj K i W ,: inadequately perforr * he •-.>!*• ^* . 
li'iu employei u^.i'.-i. i> ^ u ; ..ne interviewers per survey. Eae . . M . U I 1 
commits as to how many hnurs they will provide for any particular survey, 
contracted job la : .;.•'•; ? he deadline or the completion of a partus 
survey. Based upon the deadlines or the scop* i survey the empl..^.; 
determines how many interviewers will be needed In .umpieie the required survey 
or opinion poll. The interviewer*: may accept ur • r •* r ,.?rvev ,* r„>.. 
Upon acceptance of a survey contract, the ••iu.i vjewea a attend a briefing meeting 
with the ernployer. During the meeting r„.y Mill or a supervisor explains the 
survey project according to the specifications and instructions provided by the 
research company who is conti ictii ig wiln the employ T . After t;.*- briefing the 
interviewers conduct their portion of the pni i^' ",i « •-'*.•* ^ *--\ irs t:t ley 
I ii 111 R. T - in !., 11 - 2 - 2 - 1 2 4 9 9 8 - 0 
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work unless the demographics of Uio survey, as desired by the research company, 
demands specified hours. The surveys are taken by phone, door-to-door, and by 
intercept in stores or on tl le street. 
The employer pays tl \e interview i > $5.00 per . „. ., .^^..u ..uiv^. and $i>.i>Q 
per hour for evening surveys. M I U . ^.II./L-L nl\. /.ays for time spent receiving 
instructions at briefing meeting*, .•« in travel, i n add .Lion to the » ur'.v ; jy, 
the employer reimburses the in**-- : ,. n '".
 f.»n. i^ .» •< -• -; • ..QI-
Each inuiji viuwcx ..•*.'. n - a tinu is sheet relied* / e 
dates of the survey, number of ir ..ours wuikeo, mileage and expenses. 
~ • '• of these time and expense sheets h.* <- a certification that the interviewer 
,., a business person" responsible ft " L s of so1femployment tax, Hie 
interviewers also certify that the sei ted on the sheet has been "per-
formed according to the specifications .. ictions" given to them (emphasis 
addedTT The interviewers submit the time a eiue sheets weekly to the 
employer. The employer then pays thp intervin 
Of the ii iterv- - contracted wiui .*-.-• ..• loyer approximately ;;,c ... • , ^ 
continue contj ... uj with the cmjjlu>ei . Many of the interviewers have other 
employment •: .ire housewives and contract with 'he employer for supplemental 
income. A couple of the individuals v. .^  f m : < me as interviewers obtaining 
work either from the employer or her competitors. The employer p] aces no 
restriction on the interviewers as to whom the may c n ** with. 
When an .v.i_.».*_; completes a si irvey the interviewer turnt • i- . • , 
results, . . niii or a supervisor edits the interviews for -n «\ , : , in a? rorj 
ance to the instructions provided by the research company 
validated by the employer. 
:.e employer has not dischargeo _. j ntervieweit> .or "poor performance," 
trie, however, if the employer considers any interviewer as unacceptable she will 
sinply i tot contract with that 1 nterv;-..-- < f ; h- ; -nrk. 
Mark Hui it ii lgton, an wcr, contracted i-.vloyer under very similar 
conditions to the interviewer mentioned hi"-* * • i, Mr. Huntington perform-
ed in excess of 90% of his services i ;«.- j m a «. field Research, Inc. ,.r. i t.j 
phones the employer had available. T •-, claimant believed he was required ? 
the work at the employer's home office. One of the principle officers, •: ^  . , 
personally instructed the claimant how surveys were to be taken since he had no 
prior experience. Gay Hill listened i11 on the claimant's phone conversations to 
critique the claimant's work and give advice. The employer paid the claimant 
$5.50 per hour and reimbursed him for mileage to and from work. Prior to working 
with the employer Mr. Huntington worked for fast food businesses to accommodate 
his school attendance. The claisilant worked evenings and when the employer had no 
furtiier evening work available the claimant became unemployed and filed for 
unemployment insurance benefits. Subsequently, the claimant obtained a part time 
job as a draftsman, an occupation which tl ie claimant I tas been studying towards. 
Ti »o claimant does not consider t urnsel f sel f employed, i ior does he contract survey 
wi nk for any other businesses. 
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REASONING AND CONCl USION 
Tl te Utal i » !:ipu.:y!!vit Security Act broadly defines employment as h\ pergonal 
services rendered for wages under any contract of hire, -rittun or oral, expres-
sed or implied. V/ages are also broadly interpreted to ..-lucle any remuneration 
for personal services. The services performed by M^rk .? ington and the other 
i i vterviev/ers would, therefore, consMt-nie '•••'nployn- -
V/ages paid for sei vi-.r .t to ui ^ employment insurance assessments unless 
tf ie employer can demu ,.. .•.. ..-e services provided meet the conjunctive exclu-
sionary "ABC" test of" Section 35-4-22(j)(5) of the Utah Employment Security Act, 
Although any portion of the test need fail r services to be held umplovmert. 
each port ion of tt ie test is a'~Ur^ct e-< lv - : 
j e st "A11 requires that the individual performing tt ie services be - . .., 
control and direction. If an employer has the legal right to control a d hireet~~] 
the way a worker works both as to the final results and as to details as tu when.-
where and how work is done, then test "A11 is not satisfied. Although the 
employer may allow the worker considerable discretion and freedom uf action 
the primary fact is whether the omnlnvpr h^c ti™ . * • * *-. introl ,in.l h 
1\\e evident, m ..• ,,,„.;: ii ta^e, portrays sufficient facts to demonstrate 
employer exercising or having the right of control and direction, f v l ; 
viewer must perform and complete the surveys in accordance to instructions 
provided in the contract between the employei and the research company. Although 
the instructions are provided by the research company, the employer is respons-
ible to insure the i.»teiviewers explicitly follow the instructions and procedures 
to obtain a valid survey result. The iinpurtuntaitce of the instructions and 
procedures are exhibited by the r^^nunt and interviewers attendiiig meetings arid gi 
being paid for such attendance. The very nature of the employer's business ,, 
exhibits the importance of following instructions and procedures as out] i ned by ** 
the employer. 
Training, ai lother form of conti-'.l, j\ exhibited by C..} •*.:. iiu.....b r ,. • 
Huntington and others. This demonstrates the employer is concerned how the * ^ 
is performed, further, the services of the interviewers are highly integra1.*.* 
into the employer's business. The success depends greatly upon the services 
performed by the interviewers. Where such integration is present the employer 
must be concerned over the performance of the workers. This is also exhibited h*> 
the supervisors periodically checking with the interviewers and review:'" * 
interviewers work for acci iracy and vali dity. 
The payment of hourly wages also portrays contn... :ruiy ^ndepe;jent com 
ors rarely operate on an hotirly basis. Hourly wage is used by the employ _ .o 
insure accurate surveys. This again demonstrates the employer having concern and 
control over the methodology of the survey work. Also the furnishing of mater-
ials, supplies, office space, phones, etc. and reimbursement for expense* -oh
 a s 
nileage further exhi bit con'" ] 
Uthougti ti»e employer has nut hi v . h e ^ : . ^k^r, 
vill or will not perform services. A K n , there is 
.mpluyer frum dischdrging a woik^r :r i "^-r nuitti 
.iaM.' " ) : ' •. . r K • ° -..il\.i.;t. 
ie - II, ' u j : . . . . . . . ^ . " JO 
J |>io. j s iun preve ii \ i g the" 
i i h * i , ' be ing 
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The Tribunal therefore concludes a preponderance of the evidence illustrates the 
employer possessing a right of direction or control to degree sufficient to 
conclude the provisions of test "A" are not met. 
Test MBM requires the work to be outside the usual course of business or outside 
all places of business. The services provided are definitely within the employ-
er's course of business. However, the evidence portrays that most interviewers 
performed the services outside of the employer's business or home office, except 
for Mark Huntington. Thus test "B" is definitely not met for services performed 
by Mr. Huntington. 
Test "C" requires the interviewers to be customarily engaged in an independently 
established endeavor. The independency of the interviewers must exist during 
the time in question. Although, the interviewers time and expense sheets make 
reference to the interviewers being independent, the Utah Supreme Court in 
numerous decisions have held such statements do not preclude an employment 
relationship under the statues of the Utah Employment Security Act. The actual 
working relationship between the employer and workers when viewed in conjunction 
with the provisions of the Utah Employment Security Act determines a workers 
status for a purpose of unemployment insurance coverage. 
The evidence portrays several factors demonstrating the interviewers not being 
independent from the employer. The interviewers depend on the employer for 
materials and clients (the research companies). The interviewers are not in a 
position whatsoever to be subject to a profit and loss risk. They have no place 
of business, capitol investment or liabilities typical of an independent iden-
tity. The majority of the interviewers performed the services as a part time job 
to supplement their income. Although a couple of the individuals performing 
survey work for the employer's competitors the Tribunal views such services as 
other part time employment wherein they are working under similar circumstances 
or conditions as the contract with the employer. If the interviewers were truly 
independent they would in essence be competing with the employer for contracts 
from research companies. Therefore, the Tribunal concludes the services of the 
interviewers fail to fulfill the provisions of the "C" test. 
The evidence portrays the services performed by Mark Huntington and the inter-
viewers as failing tests "A" and "C" plus test MB" for services performed by Mark 
Huntington. Therefore, the Tribunal concludes the services performed by Mark 
Huntington and other interviewers contracting with the employer constitute 
employment subject to unemployment insurance coverage. 
The rules and regulations of the Department of Employment Security states that 
contributions assessed on taxable wages shall become due and payable quarterly on 
the last day of the month next following the end of each calendar quarter. 
However, if the status of an employing unit as an "employer" under the act or 
status of any services performed for the employer is doubtful, pending an 
interpretation, ruling or decision by the Department or pending a final determin-
ation of status of contribution liability the Department may establish a separate 
dun date for payment of such contribution. In accordance to caid regulations the 
Tribunal establishes a due date for any reports in which the employer may be 
delinquent due to the status question of the interviewers. The Tribunal estab-
lishes the date of April 30, 1986 in which the delinquent reports are d^ e and 
Contributions therein payable. 
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DECISION 
The Trihunal affirms the Department's decision dated September 26, 1986 holding 
services performed by Mark K. Huntington and other interviewers as services 
constituting employment pursuant to Sections 35-4-22(j)(l), 35-4-22(j)(5) and 
35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security Act. In accordance with Department 
regulation the Tribunal establishes a due date of April 30, 1986 upon which all 
prior delinquent reports are due and contributions therein payable. 
\ Kenneth A. Major" 
Administrative Law Judge 
APPEALS TRIBUr^/ 
This decision will become final unless within ten days from March 18, 1986, 
further written appeal is made to the Board of Review (P. 0. Box 11600, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84147) setting forth grounds upon which the appeal is made. 
jl 
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PLACE OF HEARING: Salt Lake City 
This decision is an Addendum to Administrative Law Judge's decision on case 
85-A-5869 dated March 18, 1986. 
ADDITIONAL FINDINGS OF FACT: 
Gay Hill operates Gay Hill Field Services as the proprietor. When Gay Hill Field 
Services, hereinafter Employer, contracts with a research company or manufact-
urer, hereinafter Company, the Company supplies the employer with all the survey 
materials, questionnaires, product samples, etc. When new product samples are 
involved, the Company sends the product to the Employer. The Employer maintains 
four refrigerators and freezers to store the products samples. Approximately 
1Q% of the field work involves product testing or sampling and 30% involves 
opinion poll type surveys. The employer coordinates the logistics of the product 
and delivery to field sites. The field sites are usually determined by the 
Company. The employer makes arrangements for space at the field site. 
The Company supplies the employer with very detailed supervisory instructions and 
interviewer Instructions. The instructions often establish quotas; the days the 
interviewing is to take place; number of staff to be used; how interviewers are 
Gay Hill Field Service 
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to be briefed; how instructions are to be conducted; who and how respondents are 
selected; how validations are to be made; method of editing; method of monitor-
ing; periodic reports to the Company, etc. At times a Company representative 
will visit the field site to monitor the survey to insure the instructions have 
been properly followed, etc. 
Subsequent to the re-hearing the Department sent questionnaires to a sample 
of approximately 168 individuals who have worked for the employer. The responses 
were returned directly to the Appeals Tribunal. The Tribunal received approxi-
mately 117 questionnaires. The questionnaires asked various questions concerning 
the service relationship between the employer and the interviewer. Question 
No. 20 inquired whether the interviewers were self-employed. Approximately 54 
interviewers responded, yes. Of those answering affirmative only 11 answered 
question No. 24 affirmative, claiming they "regularly performed this type of 
service for others as an independent contractor." Of the interviewers who 
answered question No. 24 concerning performing services for others as an indepen-
dent contractor a vast majority, approximately 101, responded, no they do not 
"regularly perform this type of service for others.11 Three of the eleven who 
claimed they worked for others did not indicate who the other clientele were whom 
they served. One interviewer listed the employer's clientele as projects the 
respondent worked on through the employer. Three respondents listed Tasters, 
Ltd., Dan Jones, and other employer's competitors. Four individuals, Muriel 
Smedley, Barbara Webb, Sally Cole and Mary Brassard declared they worked with 
research companies such as Princeton Research Center, Gallop Polls, and Gilmore 
Research, N.O.R.C.- University of Chicago, etc. and some of the Employees 
competitors such as Dan Jones. Mary Brassard learned of the employer previously 
while working with a friend on a Gallop Poll through Princeton Research Center. 
Barbara Webb stated she learned of the employer through a friend. He work was 
obtained through the employer or other research companies similar to the Employ-
er. On one occasion Gallop Poll contacted her directly for her to work but she 
refused, desiring to work only through the Employer. Sally Cole also obtained 
much of her work through the employer, but contracted with N.O.R.C. - University 
of Chicago and others on her own. Muriel Smedley, like the previous three 
obtained many jobs through the Employer and had also worked directly with the 
University of Chicago, Birch Radio and Institute Research. Although these 
individuals indicated that they worked for others all attended briefing meetings 
for instructions with the Employer and followed the instructions which the 
research company provided the Employer. 
The Employer also attached an addendum to the questionnaire. The addendum which 
the Employer attached to the questionnaire asked several questions in regards to 
the questions asked by the Department. Question 19-A inquired whether the 
interviewer could establish his or her own business in direct competition with 
the Employer. Sixty-eight interviewers responded, yes. Muriel Smedley res-
ponded, "possibly" and added "it would be difficult because this Agency has long 
established traditions with most market and social research companies." Barbara 
Webb claiming to be self-employed and performing services for other clientele 
answered, "no" and further stated, "I do not have the money, the managerial 
experience (or desire). I am just very good at talking to people. I enjoy 
people and enjoy being an excellent market researcher. Gay has made facilities 
available to me and others like me so that we don*t have to be in competition. . 
. . She has the jobs available and all the facilities needed for the most 
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intricate jobs. . ." Other typical responses of those answering question 24-A 
included, "yes, but I don't want to . . .1 imagine if someone really wanted to 
and had the capital they could. . . Not interested; etc." 
REASONING AND CONCLUSION: 
In addition to the previous reasoning as stated in the Judge's decision dated 
March 18, 1986, the Tribunal adds the following comments* Section 35-4-22(j)(l) 
of the Utah Employment Security Act defines employment as any service performed 
for wages or under any contract of hire written or oral, expressed or implied. 
Wages as defined in Section 35-4-22(p) of the Act constitute remuneration for 
personal services. In Blamires vs Board of Review the Utah Supreme Court 
construed "contract of hire" to include "any agreement under which one person 
performs personal services at the request of another who pays for the services." 
(Utah 584 P. 2d. 889 (1978)). In the case of Superior Cablevision vs Board of 
Review the Court further defined contract of hire. The Court stated "if an 
individual rendered personal services and was entitled to remuneration based 
on and measured by such personal service, the person performing the service was 
under a contract of hire." (Utah 688 P. 2d. 444 (1984)) In this case the inter-
viewers performed a services wherein they received remuneration for their 
services. Therefore, their service constitute employment within the meaning of 
the Act and as interpreted by the Utah Supreme Court. 
Although the Interviewers signed an interviewers time and expense sheet which 
identified the interviewers as an "independent contractor" such document is 
insufficient in stopping an employment relationship. Such agreements which in 
essence waives an individuals right to unemployment insurance benefits are void 
pursuant to Section 35-4-18(a) of the Utah Employment Security Act. Further, the 
Utah Supreme Court has held in several cases that such agreements are ineffective 
in keeping an individual without the purview of the Employment Security Act when 
by their own actions they bring themselves within. (Leach vs Industrial Commis-
sion 423 P. 2d. 744 and Creameries of America vs Industrial Commission 98 Utah 
571 102 P. 2d. 300). 
As mentioned in the previous decision employment services are subject to unem-
ployment Insurance coverage unless the conjunctive test of Section 35-4-22(j)(5) 
are met. A preponderance of the evidence fails to demonstrate compliance to said 
Section. In fact, the additional evidence such as the detailed instruction 
provided by the research company and the status questionnaires provide further 
weight portraying the conjunctive test is not met. 
The Employer contracts with companies to perform a field service in accordance 
the companies1 specifications. The Employer's contract and continued business 
with these Companies require the instructions to be followed by the inter-
viewers. Although the Companies establish the instructions for each field 
project, such instructions are considered adopted by the employer since the 
employer, as part of her contract, is responsible for briefing each interviewer 
and instructing the interviewer as to the methodology of any given project. 
Since the interviewer has to adhere to the instructions, time periods, quotas, 
etc., the Tribunal concludes there is ample evidence of a right of control and 
actual control over the interviewers. Therefore, test "A" has not been overcome. 
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Test MBM although address in the previous decision is actually insignificant to 
this decision since this portion of the test has been excluded from the Act 
effective April 25, 1986. Therefore, no further comment is deemed necessary. 
Failure of test "C" is further supported by the status questionnaires. Although 
54 respondents answered they were self-employed, only 11 declared working for 
other clientele. Possession of other clientele is critical in exemplifying an 
entity that is supposedly established separate and apart from the employer. 
Without such there is no source for additional contracts and income. Many of the 
11 respondents expressed they worked for other field services like the employer. 
Because of the nature of the work an individual could easily be employed by more 
than one field service in order to obtain full time employment since they are 
employed on job-by-job basis. However, in the present case the vast majority of 
the interviewers worked exclusively for the employer. The Tribunal finds only 
four individuals who possible contract directly with companies. However, the 
evidence does not demonstrate that such contracts are continuous. The evidence 
portrays such contracts a being incidental and often when such company contacts 
the interviewer rather than the interviewer soliciting and advertising his or her 
service as an independent. Even if these four individuals were considered to 
have met test "C" they still come under the coverage by their services failing 
test "A". 
In the previous decision mention was made if that the interviewers were truly 
independent they would in essence be competing with the employer for research 
service contracts. The question asked by the employer in the addendum inquired 
whether the interviewers could establish a business in competition with the 
employer. The Tribunal acknowledges that the interviewers have a constitutional 
right to do so, however, a preponderance of the evidence does not demonstrate the 
interviewers actually doing so or making any attempts in that direction. With 
the possible exceptions of the four individuals Cole, Webb, Brassard and Smedly 
the Tribunal concludes the interviewers are not customarily engaged in an 
independently established entity separate and apart from the employer as required 
by test MC". Nevertheless these individuals would be employeed due to the 
failure of test MAM. 
A preponderance of the evidence does not demonstrate grounds for the Administra-
tive Law Judge to depart from his original decision issued holding the inter-
viewers performed a service constituting employment. In the initial decision a 
due date was established for the employer pursuant to Section 2-a 4 of the Rules 
and Regulations of the Utah Department of Employment Security. That date being 
April 30, 1986. Inasmuch as the due date has past and the circumstances of this 
case warrant a due date, a new due date is established* The Tribunal establishes 
a new date of December 31, 1986 in which all previous quarterly reports and 
contributions are due and payable therein. 
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DECISION: 
The Tribunal finds no evidence to warrant a departure from the decision issued on 
March 19, 1986 (Case No. 85-A-5069) which held interviewers contracting with the 
employer performed a service constituting employment pursuant to Section 35-4-22-
(j)(D, 35-4-22(j)(5) and 35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security Act. Thus, 
the decision stands. 
Pursuant to paragraph 2a.4 of the Rules and Regulations of the Department 
Employment Security the Tribunal grants Gay Hill Field Service a new due date of 
December 31, 1986 wherein reports and contributions are due and payable. 
Kenneth "A. Major 
Administrative Law Jyfd 
APPEALS TRIBUNAL* 
This decision will become final unless within ten days from October 28, 1986, 
further written appeal is made to the Board of Review (P. 0. Box 11600, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84T47) setting forth grounds upon which the appeal is made. 
jl 
cc: John Spencer Snow 
Attorney at Law 
261 East 300 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Section 35-4-22(j)(l) of the Utah Employment Security Act states: 
"Employment" means any service performed prior to January 1, 
1972, which was employment as defined in the Utah Unemploy-
ment Compensation Law prior to the effective date of this 
act, and subject to the other provisions of this subsection, 
service performed after December 31, 1971, including service 
in interstate commerce, and service as an officer of a 
corporation performed for wages or under any contract of hire 
written or oral, express or implied. 
Section 35-4-22(p) states: 
"Wages" means all remuneration for personal services includ-
ing commissions and bonuses and the cash value of all 
remuneration in any medium other than cash.. .,. 
Section 35-4-22(j)(5) states: 
Services performed by an individual for wages or under any 
contract of hire, written or oral, express or implied, are 
deemed to be employment subject to this act unless and until 
it is shown to the satisfaction of the commission that: 
(A) The individual has been and will continue to be 
free from control or direction over the performance 
of those services, both under his contract of hire 
and in fact; 
(B) The service is either outside the usual course of 
the business for which the service is performed or 
that the service is performed outside of all the 
places of business of the enterprise for which the 
service is performed; and 
(C) The individual is customarily engaged in an 
independently established trade, occupation, 
profession, or business of the same nature as that 
involved in the contract of service. 
Section 35-4-22(r) of the Utah Employment Security Act states: 
Unless services would constitute employment at common law, 
"employment" shall not include services as an outside 
salesman paid solely by way of commission, and the services 
must have been performed outside of all places of business of 
the enterprises for which the services are performed. 
S e c t i o n 3 5 - 4 - 1 ( i ) 
(i) Within ten days after the decision of the board of review has 
become final any party aggrieved thereby may secure judicial review 
thereof by commencing an action in the Supreme Court against the board 
of review for the review of its decision in which action any other party 
to the proceeding before the board of review shall be made a defendant. 
In such action a petition which need not be verified but which shall state 
the grounds upon which a review is sought shall be served upon a mem-
ber of the board of review or upon such person as the board of review 
may designate aud such service shall be deemed completed service on 
all parties but there shall be left with the party so served as many copies 
of the petition as there are defendants and the board of review shall 
forthwith mail one such copy to each such defendant. With its answer 
the board of review shall certify and file with said court all documents 
aud papers and a transcript of all testimony taken in the matter to-
gether with its findings of fact and decision therein. The board of re-
view may also in its discretion certify to such court questions of law 
involved in any decision by it. In any judicial proceeding under this section 
the findings of the commission and the board of review as to the facts if 
supported by evidence shall be conclusive and the jurisdiction of said 
court shall be confined to questions of law. Such actions and the questions 
so certified shall be heard in a summary manner and shall be given prece-
dence over all other civil cases except cases arising under the Workmen's 
Compensation Law of this state. It shall not be necessary in any judicial 
proceeding under this section to enter exceptions to the rulings of the 
commission or the board of review and no bond shall be required for enter-
ing such appeal. Upon the final determination of such judicial proceeding 
the commission shall enter an order in accordance witli such determination. 
In no event shall a petition for judicial review act as a supersedeas. 
S e c t i o n 3 5 - 4 - 2 2 ( j ) (1) 
(j) (1) "Employment" means any service performed prior to January 
1, 1972, which was employment as defined in the Utah Unemployment 
Compensation Law prior to the effective date of this act, und subject to 
the other provisions of this subsection, service performed after December 
31, 1971, including service in interstate commerce, and service as an officer 
of a corporation performed for wages or under any contract of hire written 
or oral, express or implied. 
S e c t i o n 3 5 - 4 - 2 2 ( j ) (5) 
(5) Services performed by an individual for wages or under any con-
tract of hire, written or oral, express or implied, shall be deemed to be 
i'mployment subject to this act unless and until it is shown to the satis-
faction of the commission that: 
(A) Such individual has been and will continue to be free from con-
trol or direction over the performance of such services, both under his 
contract of hire and in fact; 
(B) Such service is either outside the usual course of the business for 
which such service is performed or that such service is performed outside 
of all the places of business of the enterprise for which such service is 
performed; and 
(C) Such individual is customarily engaged in an independently estab-
lished trade, occupation, profession, or business of the same nature as that 
involved in the contract of service. 
S e c t i o n 3 5 - 4 - 2 2 ( p ) 
(p) "Wages" means all remuneration for personal services, including 
commissions and bonuses and the cash value of all remuneration in any 
medium other than cash. Gratuities customarily received by an individual 
in the course of his employment from persons other than his employing unit 
shall be treated as wages received from his employing unit. The reason-
able cash value of remuneration in any medium other than cash and the 
reasonable amount of gratuities shall be estimated and determined in 
accordance with rules prescribed by the commission; provided, that the 
term "wages" shall not include: 
(1) For the purpose of section 35-4-7, that part of the remuneration 
which after remuneration equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual 
by an employer with respect to employment subject to this act during 
any calendar year prior to calendar year 1964 and that part of the re-
muneration which, after remuneration equal to $4,200 has been paid to an 
individual by an employer with respect to employment during calendar 
year 19G4 and any calendar year thereafter, is paid to such individual 
by such employer during such calendar year, provided, however, that for 
the purposes of this subsection remuneration over $4,200 shall bo deemed 
to be wages subject to contribution to the same extent that such remunera-
tion is defined as wages by the Federal Unemployment Tax Act as amended. 
If an employer (hereinafter referred to as successor employer) during 
any calendar year acquires substantially all the property used in a trade 
or business of another employer (hereinafter referred to as a predecessor), 
or used in a separate unit of a trade or business of a predecessor, and 
immediately after the acquisition employs in his trade or business an in-
dividual who immediately prior to the acquisition was employed in the 
trade or business of such predecessor, then, for the purpose of determining 
whether the successor employer has paid remuneration with respect to em-
ployment equal to the applicable taxable wages as defined by this subsec-
tion, to such individual during such calendar year, any remuneration with 
respect to employment paid to such individual by such predecessor during 
such calendar year and prior to such acquisitions shall be considered as 
having been paid by such successor employer. 
(2) The amount of any payment with respect to services performed 
after December 31, 1940, to, or on behalf of, an individual in its employ 
under a plan or system established by an employing unit which makes 
provisions for individuals in its employ generally or for a class or classes of 
such individuals (including any amount paid by an employing unit for 
insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to provide for any such payment), 
on account of (A) retirement, or (B) sickness or accident disability, or 
(C) medical and hospitalization expenses in connection with sickness or 
accidental disability, or (D) death, provided the individual in its employ 
(i) has not the option to receive, instead of provision for such death bene-
fit, any part of such payment or, if such death benefit is insured, any 
part of the premiums (or contributions to premiums) paid by his employ-
ing unit, and (ii) has not the right, under the provisions of the plan or 
system or policy of insurance providing for such death benefit, to assign 
such benefit, or to receive a cash consideration in lieu of such benefit either 
upon his withdrawal from the plan or system providing for such benefit 
or upon termination of such plan or system or policy of insurance or of his 
services with such employing unit. 
(3) The payment by an employing unit (without deduction from the 
remuneration of the individual in its employ) of the tax imposed upon an 
individual in its employ under section 3101 of the Federal Internal Revenue 
Code with respect to services performed after December 31, 1940; or 
(4) Dismissal payments after December 31, 1940, which the employing 
















§31.3121(dM Who are employees. 
(a) In general (1) Whether an Indi-
vidual is an employee with respect to 
services performed after 1954 is deter-
mined in accordance with section 3121 
(d) and (o) and section 3506. This sec-
spect only to services performed after 
1954. Whether an Individual is an em-
ployee with respect to services per-
formed after 1936 and before 1940 
shall be determined Ln accordance 
with the applicable provisions of law 
and of 26 CFR (1939) Part 401 (Regu-
lations 91). Whether an Individual is 
an employee with respect to services 
performed after 1939 and before 1951 
shall be determined in accordance 
with the applicable provisions of law 
and of 26 CFR (1939) Part 402 (Regu-
lations 106), Whether an Individual Is 
an employee with respect to services 
performed after 1950 and before 1955 
shall be determined in accordance 
with the applicable provisions of law 
and of 26 CFR (1939) Part 408 (Regu-
lations 128). 
(2) Section 3121(d) contains three 
I separate and Independent tests for de-
j termining who are employees. Para-
j graphs (b). (c). and (d) of this section 
relate to the respective tests. Para-
graph (b) relates to the test for deter-
mining whether an officer of a corpo-
ration is an employee of the corpora-
tion. Paragraph (c) relates to the test 
for determining whether an Individual 
is an employee under the usual 
common law rules. Paragraph (d) re-
, lates to the test for determining which 
individuals in certain occupational 
groups who are not employees under 
the usual common law rules are in-
cluded as employees. If an individual 
is an employee under any one of the 
tests, he is to be considered an employ-
ee for purposes of the regulations In 
this subpart whether or not he Is an 
employee under any of the other tests. 
(3) If the relationship of employer 
and employee exists, the designation 
or description of the relationship by 
the parties as anything other than 
that of employer and employee is im-
material. Thus, if such relationship 
exists, it Is of no consequence that the 
employee is designated as a partner, 
coadventurer, agent, independent con-
tractor, or the like. 
(4) All classes or grades of employees 
are included within the relationship of 
employer and employee. Thus, super-
intendents, managers, and other su-
pervisory personnel are employees. 
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S f J « « J i i i l O j - i (5) Although an individual may be 
an employee under this section, his 
services may be of such a nature, or 
performed under such circumstances, 
as not to constitute employment (see $31.3121(b)-3). 
(b) Corporate officers. Generally, an 
officer of a corporation is an employee 
of the corporation. However, an offi-
cer of a corporation who as such does 
not perform any services or performs 
only minor services and who neither 
receives nor is entitled to receive, di-
rectly or Indirectly, any remuneration 
is considered not to be an employee of 
the corporation. A director of a corpo-
ration in his capacity as such is not an 
employee of the corporation. 
(c) Common law employees. (1) 
Every individual is an employee if 
under the usual common law rules the 
relationship between him and the 
person for whom he performs services 
is the legal relationship of employer 
and employee, 
(2) Generally such relationship 
exists when the person for whom serv-
ices are performed has the right to 
control and direct the individual who 
performs the services, not only as to 
the result to be accomplished by the 
work but also as to the details and 
means by which that result is accom-
plished. That is, an employee is sub-ject to the will and control of the em-
ployer not only as to what shall be 
done but how it shall be done. In this 
connection, ft is not necessary that the 
employer actually direct or control the 
manner In which the services are per-
formed; it is sufficient if he has the 
right to do so. The right to discharge 
is also an important factor Indicating 
that the person possessing that right 
Is an employer. Other factors charac-
teristic of an employer, but not neces-
sarily present in every case, are the 
furnishing of tools and the furnishing • 
of a place to work, to the individual 
who performs the services. In general, 
if an Individual is subject to the con-
trol or direction of another merely as 
to the result to be accomplished by 
the work and not as to the means and 
methods for accomplishing the result, 
he is an independent contractor. An 
Individual performing services as an 
independent cpntractor is not as to 
such services an employee under the 
usual common law rules. Individuals 
such as physicians, lawyers, dentists, 
veterinarians, construction contrac-
tors, public stenographers, and auc-
tioneers, engaged in the pursuit of an 
independent trade, business, or profes-
sion. In which they offer their services 
to the public, are independent contrac-
tors and not employees. 
(3) Whether the relationship of em-
ployer and employee exists under the 
usual common law rules will in doubt-
ful cases be determined upon an exam-
ination of the particular facts of each 
case. 
(d) Special classes of employees. (1) 
In addition to individuals who are em-
ployees under paragraph (b) or (c) of 
this section, other individuals are em-
ployees If they perform services for re-
muneration under certain prescribed 
circumstances in the following occupa-
tional groups: 
(f) As an agent-driver or commission-
driver engaged in distributing meat 
products, vegetable products, fruit 
products, bakery products, beverages 
(other than milk), or laundry or dry-
cleaning services for his principal; 
fii) As a full-time life insurance salesman; 
(iii) As a home worker performing 
work, according to specifications fur-
nished by the person for whom the 
services are performed, on materials or 
goods furnished by such person which 
are required to be returned to such 
person or a person designated by him; 
or 
(iv) As a traveling or city salesman, 
other than as an agent-driver or com-
mission-driver, engaged upon a full-
time basis in the solicitation on behalf 
of. and the transmission to, his princi-
pal (except for side-line sales activities 
on behalf of some other person) of 
orders from wholesalers, retailers, con-
tractors, or operators of hotels, restau-
rants, or other similar establishments 
for merchandise for resale or supplies 
for use in their business operaCions. 
(2) In order for an individual to be 
an employee under this paragraph, 
the individual must perform services 
in an occupation falling within one of 
the enumerated groups. If the individ-
ual does not perform services in one of 
the designated occupational groups, 
he is not an employee under this para-
tfJI.JI21(d)-1 
graph. An individual who is not an em-
ployee under this paragraph may nev-
ertheless be an employee under para-
graph (b) or (c) of this section. The 
language used to designate the respec-
tive occupational groups relates to 
fields of endeavor in which particular 
designations are not necessarily in uni-
versal use with respect to the same 
service. The designations are ad-
dressed to the actual services without 
regard to any technical or colloquial 
labels which may be attached to such 
services. Thus, a determination wheth-
?r services fall within one of the desig-
^~*cd occupational groups depends 
n the facts of the particular situa-
iun. 
(3) The factual situations set forth 
telow are illustrative of some of the 
ndividuals falling within each of the 
bove enumerated occupational 
roups. The illustrative factual situa-
ons are as follows: 
(i) Agent-driver or commission-
river. This occupational group in-
udes agent-drivers or commlssion-
ivers who are engaged in distribut-
g meat or meat products, vegetables 
• vegetable products, fruit or fruit 
oducts, bakery products, beverages 
ther than milk), or laundry or dry-
?aning services for their principals. 
1 agent-driver or commission-driver 
:ludes an individual who operates 
• own truck or the truck of the 
rson for whom he performs services, 
*es customers designated by such 
an as well as those solicited on his 
n, and whose compensation is a 
amission on his sales or the differ-
e between the price he charges his 
tomers and the price he pays to 
h person for the product or service. 
i) Full-time life insurance sales-
n. An individual whose entire or 
icipal business activity is devoted 
he solicitation of life insurance or 
uity contracts, or both, primarily 
one life insurance company is a 
time life insurance salesman. Such 
lesman ordinarily uses the office 
e provided by the company or its 
•ral agent, and stenographic assist-
, telephone facilities, forms, rate 
3, and advertising materials are 
Uy made available to him without 
An individual who is engaged in 
general insurance business under a 
26 CFR Ch. I (4-1-85 Edition) 
contract or contracts of service which 
do not contemplate that the individ-
ual's principal business activity will be 
the solicitation of life insurance or an-
nuity contracts, or both, for one com-
pany, or any individual who devotes 
only part time to the solicitation of 
life insurance contracts, including an-
nuity contracts, and is principally en-
gaged in other endeavors, is not a full-
time life Insurance salesman. 
(iii) Home workers. This occupation-
al group includes a worker who per-
forms services off the premises of the 
person for whom the services are per-
formed, according to specifications 
furnished by such person, on materials 
or goods furnished by such person 
which are required to be returned to 
such person or a person designated by 
him. For provisions relating to the de-
termination of wages in the case of a 
home worker to whom this subdivision 
is applicable, see § 31.312I(aX10>-l. 
(iv) Traveling or city salesman, (a) 
This occupational group includes a 
city or traveling salesman who is en-
gaged upon a full-time basis in the so-
licitation on behalf of, and the trans-
mission to, his principal (except for 
side-line sales activities on behalf of 
some other person or persons) of 
orders from wholesalers, retailers, con-
tractors, or operators of hotels, restau-
rants, or other similar establishments 
for merchandise for resale or supplies 
for use in their business operations. 
An agent-driver or commission-driver 
is not within this occupational group. 
City or traveling salesmen who sell to 
retailers or to the others specified, op-
erate off the premises of their princi-
pals, and are generally compensated 
on a commission basis, are within this 
occupational group. Such salesmen are 
generally not controlled as to the de-
tails of their services or the means by 
which they cover their territories, but 
in the ordinary case they are expected 
to call on regular customers with a fair 
degree of regularity. 
(6) In order for a city or traveling 
salesman to be included within this oc-
cupational group, his entire or princi-
pal business activity must be devoted 
to the solicitation of orders for one 
principal. Thus, the multiple-line 
salesman generally Ls not within this 
OcriinaMrn-"** 
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salesman solicits orders primarily for 
one principal, he is not excluded from 
this occupational group solely because 
of side-line sales activities on behalf of 
one or more other persons. In such a 
case, the salesman is within this occu-
pational group only with respect to 
the .services performed for the person 
for whom he primarily solicits orders 
and not with respect to the services 
performed for such other persons. The 
following examples illustrate the ap-
plication of the foregoing provisions: 
Example (i). Salesman A*s principal busi-
ness activity is the solicitation of orders 
from retail pharmacies on behalf of the X 
Wholesale Drug Company. A also occasion-
ally solicits orders for drugs on behalf of 
the Y and Z Companies. A is within this oc-
cupational group with respect to his services 
for the X Company but not with respect to 
his services for either the Y Company or 
the Z Company. 
Example (2). Salesman B's principal busi-
ness activity is the solicitation of orders 
from retail hardware stores on behalf of the 
R Tool Company and the S Cooking Utensil 
Company. B regularly solicits orders on 
behalf of both companies. B is not within 
this occupational group with respect to the 
services performed for either the R Compa-
ny or the S Company. 
Example (J). Salesman C's principal busi-
ness activity is the house-to-house solicita-
tion of orders on behalf of the T Brush 
Company. C occasionally solicits such 
orders from retail stores and restaurants. C 
Is not within this occupational group. 
(4) (i) The fact that an individual 
falls within one of the enumerated oc-
cupational groups, however, does not 
make such individual an employee 
under this paragraph unless (a) the 
contract of service contemplates that 
substantially all the services to which 
the contract relates in the particular 
designated occupation are to be per-
formed personally by such individual. 
(6) such individual has no substantial 
investment in the facilities used in 
connection with the performance of 
such services (other than in facilities 
for transportation) and (c) such serv-
ices are part of a continuing relation-
ship with the person for whom the 
services are performed and are not in 
the nature of a single transaction. 
(ii) The term "contract of service*', 
as used in this paragraph, means an 
are performed. The requirement that 
the contract of service shall contem-
plate that substantially all the services 
to which the contract relates in the 
particular designated occupation are 
to be performed personally by the in-
dividual means that it is not contem-
plated that any material part of the 
services to which the contract relates 
in such occupation will be delegated to 
any other person by the Individual 
who undertakes under the contract to 
perform such services. 
(iii) The facilities to which reference 
is made in this paragraph include 
equipment and premises available for 
the work or enterprise as distin-
guished from education, training, and 
experience, but do not Include such 
tools, instruments, equipment, or 
clothing, as are commonly or frequent-
ly provided by employees. An invest-
ment in an automobile by an individ-
ual which is used primarily for his own 
transportation in connection with the 
performance of services for another 
person has no significance under this 
paragraph, since such investment is 
comparable to outlays for transporta-
tion by an Individual performing simi-
lar services who does not own an auto-
mobile. Moreover, the investment in 
facilities for the transportation of the 
goods or commodities to which the 
services relate is to be excluded in de-
termining the investment in a particu-
lar case. If an individual has a substan-
tial investment in facilities of the req-
uisite character, he is not an employee 
within the meaning of this paragraph, 
since a substantial investment of the 
requisite character standing alone is 
sufficient to exclude the individual 
from the employee concept under this 
paragraph. 
(iv) If the services are not performed 
as part of a continuing relationship 
with the person for whom the services 
are performed, but are In the nature 
of a single transaction, the individual 
performing such services is not an em-
ployee of such person within the 
meaning of this paragraph. The fact 
that the services are not performed on 
consecutive workdays does not indi-
cate that the services arp nnt n*r. 
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§1402. Definitions. 
(a) Net earnings from self-employment. The term "net earnings from self-
employment" means the gross income derived by an individual from any 
trade or business carried on by such individual, less the deductions allowed 
by this subtitle which are attributable to such trade or business, plus his 
distributive share (whether or not distributed) of income or loss described 
in section 702(a)(9) from any trade or business carried on by a partnership 
of which he is a member; except that in computing such gross income and 
deductions and such distributive share of partnership ordinary income or 
loss— 
(1) there shall be excluded rentals from real estate and from personal 
property leased with the real estate (including such rentals paid in crop 
shares) together with the deductions attributable thereto, unless such 
rentals are received in the course of a trade or business as a real estate 
dealer; except that the preceding provisions of this paragraph shall not 
apply to any income derived by the owner or tenant of land if (A) such 
income is derived under an arrangement, between the owner or tenant 
and another individual, which provides that such other individual shall 
produce agricultural or horticultural commodities (including livestock, 
bees, poultry, and fur-bearing animals and wildlife) on such land, and 
that there shall be material participation by the owner or tenant in the 
production or the management of the production of such agricultural or 
horticultural commodities, and (B) there is material participation by the 
owner or tenant with respect to any such agricultural or horticultural 
commodity; 
(2) there shall be excluded dividends on any share of stock, and interest 
on any bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or other evidence of 
indebtedness, issued with interest coupons or in registered form by any 
corporation (including one issued by a government or political subdivi-
sion thereof), unless such dividends and interest (other than interest 
described in section 35) are received in the course of a trade or business 
as a dealer in stocks or securities; 
(3) there shall be excluded any gain or loss— 
(A) which is considered as gain or loss from the sale or exchange of a 
capital asset, 
(B) from the cutting of timber, or the disposal of timber, coal, or iron 
ore, if section 631 applies to such gain or loss, or • 
(C) from the sale, exchange, involuntary conversion, or other disposi-
tion of property if such property is neither— 
(i) stock in trade or other property of a kind which would properly 
be includible in inventory if on hand at the close of the taxable 
year, nor 
(ii) property held primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary 
course of the trade or business; 
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(4) the deduction for net operating losses provided in section 172 shall 
not be allowed; 
(5) I f -
(A) any of the income derived from a trade or business (other than a 
trade or business carried on by a partnership) is community income 
under community property laws applicable to such income, all of the 
gross income and deductions attributable to such trade or business 
shall be treated as the gross income and deductions of the husband 
unless the wife exercises substantially all of the management and 
control of such trade or business, in which case all of such gross 
income and deductions shall be treated as the gross income and 
deductions of the wife; and 
(B) any portion of a partner'^ distributive share of the ordinary 
income or loss from a trade or business carried on by a partnership is 
community income or loss under the community property laws 
applicable to such share, all of such distributive share shall be 
included in computing the net earnings from self-employment of such 
partner, and no part of such share shall be taken into account in 
computing the net earnings from self-employment of the spouse of 
such partner; 
(6) a resident of Puerto Rico shall compute his net earnings from self-
employment in the same manner as a citizen of the United States but 
without regard to section 933; 
(7) the deduction for personal exemptions provided in section 151 shall 
not be allowed; 
(8) an individual who is a duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed 
minister of a church or a member of a religious order shall compute his 
net earnings from self-employment derived from the performance of 
service described in subsection (c)(4) without regard to section 107 
(relating to rental value of parsonages), section 119 (relating to meals 
and lodging furnished for the convenience of the employer), section 911 
(relating to earned income from sources without the United States) and 
section 931 (relating to income from sources within possessions of the 
United States); 
(9) the term "possession of the United States" as used in sections 931 
(relating to income from sources within possessions of the United States) 
and 932 (relating to citizens of possessions of the United States) shall be 
deemed not to include the Virgin Islands, Guam, or American Samoa; 
(10) there shall be excluded amounts received by a partner pursuant to a 
written plan of the partnership, which meets such requirements as are 
prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, and which provides for 
payments on account of retirement, on a periodic basis, to partners 
generally or to a class or classes of partners, such payments to continue 
at least until such partner's death, if— 
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(A) such partner rendered no services with respect to any trade or 
business carried on by such partnership (or its successors) during the 
taxable year of such partnership (or its successors), ending within or 
with his taxable year, in which such amounts were received, and 
(B) no obligation exists (as of the close of the partnership's taxable 
year referred to in subparagraph (A)) from the other partners to such 
partner except with respect to retirement payments under such plan, 
and 
(C) such partner's share, if any, of the capital of the partnership has 
been paid to him in full before the close of the partnership's taxable 
year referred to in subparagraph (A). 
If the taxable year of a partner is different from that of the partnership, the 
distributive share which he is required to include in computing his net 
earnings from self-employment shall be based on the ordinary income or 
loss of the partnership for any taxable year of the partnership ending 
within or with his taxable year. In the case of any trade or business which 
is carried on by an individual or by a partnership and in which, if such 
trade or business were carried on exclusively by employees, the major 
portion of the services would constitute agricultural labor as defined in 
section 3121(g)— 
(i) in the case of an individual, if the gross income derived by him 
from such trade or business is not more than $2,400, the net 
earnings from self-employment derived by him from such trade or 
business may, at his option, be deemed to be 66% percent of such 
gross income; or 
(ii) in the case of an individual, if the gross income derived by him 
from such trade or business is more than $2,400 and the net 
earnings from self-employment derived by him from such trade or 
business (computed under this subsection without regard to this 
sentence) are less than $1,600, the net earnings from self-employ-
ment derived by him from such trade or business may, at his 
option, be deemed to be $1,600; and 
(iii) in the case of a member of a partnership, if his distributive 
share of the gross income of the partnership derived from such 
trade or business (after such gross income has been reduced by the 
sum of all payments to which section 707(c) applies) is not more 
than $2,400, his distributive share of income described in section 
702(a)(9) derived from such trade or business may, at his option, 
be deemed to be an amount equal to 66% percent of his distribu-
tive share of such gross income (after such gross income has been 
so reduced); or 
(iv) in the case of a member of a partnership, if his distributive 
share of the gross income of the partnership derived from such 
trade or business (after such gross income has been reduced by the 
sum of all payments to which section 707(c) applies) is more than 
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$2,400 and his distributive share (whether or not distributed) of 
income described in section 702(a)(9) derived from such trade or 
business (computed under this subsection without regard to this 
sentence) is less than $1,600, his distributive share of income 
described in section 702(a)(9) derived from such trade or business 
may, at his option, be deemed to be $1,600. 
For purposes of the preceding sentence, gross income means— 
(v) in the case of any such trade or business in which the income is 
computed under a cash receipts and disbursements method, the 
gross receipts from such trade or business reduced by the cost or 
other basis of property which was purchased and sold in carrying 
on such trade or business, adjusted (after such reduction) in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraphs (1) through (7) and 
paragraph (9) of this subsection; and 
(vi) in the case of any such trade or business in which the income 
is computed under an accrual method, the gross income from such 
trade or business, adjusted in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraphs (1) through (7) and paragraph (9) of this subsection; 
and, for purposes of such sentence, if an individual (including a member of 
a partnership) derives gross income from more than one such trade or 
business, such gross income (including his distributive share of the gross 
income of any partnership derived from any such trade or business) shall 
be deemed to have been derived from one trade or business. 
The preceding sentence and clauses (i) through (iv) of the second preceding 
sentence shall also apply in the case of any trade or business (other than a 
trade or business specified in such second preceding sentence) which is 
carried on by an individual who is self-employed on a regular basis as 
defined in subsection (i), or by a partnership of which an individual is a 
member on a regular basis as defined in subsection (i), but only if such 
individual's net earnings from self-employment as determined without 
regard to this sentence in the taxable year are less than $1,600 and less 
than 66% percent of the sum (in such taxable year) of such individual's 
gross income derived from all trades or businesses carried on by him and 
his distributive share of the income or loss from all trades or businesses 
carried on by all the partnerships of which he is a member; except that this 
sentence shall not apply to more than 5 taxable years in the case of any 
individual, and in no case in which an individual elects to determine the 
amount of his net earnings from self-employment for a taxable year under 
the provisions of the two preceding sentences with respect to a trade or 
business to which the second preceding sentence applies and with respect 
to a trade or business to which this sentence applies shall such net earnings 
for such year exceed $1,600; and 
(11) in the case of an individual who has been a resident of the United 
States during the entire taxable year, the exclusion from gross income 
provided by section 911(a)(2) shall not apply. 
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(b) Self-employment income. The term "self-employment income" means 
the net earnings from self-employment derived by an individual (other than 
a nonresident alien individual) during any taxable year; except that such 
term shall not include— 
(1) that part of the net earnings from self-employment which is in excess 
of— 
(A) for any taxable year ending prior to 1955, (i) $3,600, minus (ii) 
the amount of the wages paid to such individual during the taxable 
year; and 
(B) for any taxable year ending after 1954 and before 1959, (i) $4,200, 
minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid to such individual during the 
taxable year; and 
(C) for any taxable year ending after 1958 and before 1966, (i) $4,800, 
minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid to such individual during the 
taxable year; and 
(D) for any taxable year ending after 1965 and before 1968, (i) 
$6,600, minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid to such individual 
during the taxable year; and 
(E) for any taxable year ending after 1967 and beginning before 1972, 
(i) $7,800 minus (ii) the amount of wages paid to such individual 
during the taxable year; and 
(F) for any taxable year beginning after 1971 and before 1973, (i) 
$9,000, minus (ii) the amount of wages paid to such individual during 
the taxable year; and 
(G) for any taxable year beginning after 1972 and before 1974, (i) 
$10,800, minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid to such individual 
during the taxable year; 
(H) for any taxable year beginning after 1973 and before 1975, (i) 
$13,200, minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid to such individual 
during the taxable year; and 
(I) for any taxable year beginning in any calendar year after 1974, (i) 
an amount equal to the contribution and benefit base (as determined 
under section 230 of the Social Security Act) which is effective for 
such calendar year, minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid to such 
individual during such taxable year; or 
(2) the net earnings from self-employment, if such net earnings for the 
taxable year are less than $400. 
For purposes of clause (1), the term "wages" (A) includes such remunera-
tion paid to an employee for services included under an agreement entered 
into pursuant to the provisions of section 218 of the Social Security Act 
(relating to coverage of State employees), or under an agreement entered 
into pursuant to the provisions of section 3121 (J) (relating to coverage of 
citizens of the United States who are employees of foreign subsidiaries of 
domestic corporations), as would be wages under section 3121(a) if such 
services constituted employment under section 3121(b), and (B) includes, 
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but solely with respect to the tax imposed by section 1401(b), compensa-
tion which is subject to the tax imposed by section 3201 or 3211. An 
individual who is not a citizen of the United States but who is a resident of 
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, or Ameri-
can Samoa shall not, for purposes of this chapter be considered to be a 
nonresident alien individual. 
(c) Trade or business. The term "trade or business," when used with 
reference to self-employment income or net earnings from self-employment, 
shall have the same meaning as when used in section 162 (relating to trade 
or business expenses), except that such term shall not include— 
(1) the performance of the functions of a public office, other than the 
functions of a public office of a State or a political subdivision thereof 
with respect to fees received in any period after 1967 in which the 
functions are performed in a position compensated solely on a fee basis 
and in which such functions are not covered under an agreement entered 
into by such State and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 
pursuant to section 218 of the Social Security Act; 
(2) the performance of service by an individual as an employee, other 
than— 
(A) service described in section 3121(b)(14)(B) performed by an 
individual who has attained the age of 18, 
(B) service described in section 3121(b)(16), 
(C) service described in section 3121(b)(ll), (12), or (15) performed in 
the United States (as defined in section 3121(e)(2)) by a citizen of the 
United States, 
(D) service described in paragraph (4) of this subsection, and 
(E) service performed by an individual as an employee of a State or a 
political subdivision thereof in a position compensated solely on a fee 
basis with respect to fees received in any period in which such service 
is not covered under an agreement entered into by such State and the 
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to section 218 
of the Social Security Act; 
(3) the performance of service by an individual as an employee or 
employee representative as defined in section 3231; 
(4) the performance of service by a duly ordained, commissioned, or 
licensed minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry or by a 
member of a religious order in the exercise of duties required by such 
order; 
(5) the performance of service by an individual in the exercise of his 
profession as a Christian Science practitioner; or 
(6) the performance of service by an individual during the period for 
which an exemption under subsection (h) is effective with respect to 
him. 
The provisions of paragraph (4) or (5) shall not apply to service (other 
than service performed by a member of a religious order who has taken a 
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vow of poverty as a member of such order) performed by an individual 
unless an exemption under subsection (e) is effective with respect to him. 
(d) Employee and wages. The term "employee" and the term "wages" shall 
have the same meaning as when used in chapter 21 (sec. 3101 and 
following, relating to Federal Insurance Contributions Act). 
(e) Ministersf members of religious orders, and Christian Science practi-
tioners. 
(1) Exemption. Any individual who is (A) a duly ordained, commis-
sioned, or licensed minister of a church or a member of a religious order 
(other than a member of a religious order who has taken a vow of 
poverty as a member of such order) or (B) a Christian Science practi-
tioner upon filing an application (in such form and manner, and with 
such official, as may be prescribed by regulations made under this 
chapter) together with a statement that either he is conscientiously 
opposed to, or because of religious principles he is opposed to, the 
acceptance (with respect to services performed by him as such minister, 
member, or practitioner) of any public insurance which makes payments 
in the event of death, disability, old age, or retirement or makes 
payments toward the cost of, or provides services for, medical care 
(including the benefits of any insurance system established by the Social 
Security Act), shall receive an exemption from the tax imposed by this 
chapter with respect to services performed by him as such minister, 
member, or practitioner. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, an 
exemption may not be granted to an individual under this subsection if 
he had filed an effective waiver certificate under this section as it was in 
effect before its amendment in 1967. 
(2) Time for filing application. Any individual who desires to file an 
application pursuant to paragraph (1) must file such application on or 
before whichever of the following dates is later: (A) the due date of the 
return (including any extension thereof) for the second taxable year for 
which he has net earnings from self-employment (computed without 
regard to subsections (c)(4) and (c)(5) of $400 or more, any part of 
which was derived from the performance of service described in subsec-
tion (c)(4) or (c)(5); or (B) the due date of the return (including any 
extension thereof) for his second taxable year ending after 1967. 
(3) Effective date of exemption. An exemption received by an individual 
pursuant to this subsection shall be effective for the first taxable year for 
which he has net earnings from self-employment (computed without 
regard to subsection (c)(4) and (c)(5)) of $400 or more, any part of 
which was derived from the performance of service described in subsec-
tion (c)(4) or (c)(5), and for all succeeding taxable years. An exemption 
received pursuant to this subsection shall be irrevocable. 
(f) Partner's taxable year ending as the result of death. In computing a 
partner's net earnings from self-employment for his taxable year which 
ends as a result of his death (but only if such taxable year ends within, and 
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26 CFR 31.3121 (d) -1 : Who are employees. Bev. BuL 65-188 
(Also Section 1402 j LH02 (c) -1.) 
Ia conducting aurveya of the response to certain typaa of advertis-
ing, tho X corporation engages Individuals on a short-term basis 
to interview tho public, by telephone or In parson, and to fill In 
questionnaire forma reporting the results of tho Interviews, Tho 
interviewers ara free from aupervlaion or control In doing tho work, 
ami the X corporation ia interested only In tho reaulta aa reported 
in completed questionnaire*. Depending on the clrcuinatancea, the 
iutervlewera are paid either by the hour or a specified fee per 
interview, and they may receive reimbursement for telephone or 
travoi expenses. Dealings between tha X corporation and tho 
litter vie wera are generally by mail. Tha Interviewers ara free to 
refuse any assignment, and to work whenever they please subject 
to the specifications of a particular job. J/oW, tho Interviewers ara 
not employees of the X corporation for Federal employment tax pur-
poses ; however, each is engaged in a trade or business for purposes 
of the Self-Employment Contributions Act of lfttt* 
